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Adoption and regulation of facial recognition technologies in India: Why and
why not?
Smriti Parsheera
The widespread adoption of facial recognition technologies (FRTs) by the public and private sectors, without
any meaningful debate or regulation, raises a number of concerns. Any adoption of this technology has to
be preceded by a meaningful suitability and proportionality analysis, taking into account the concerns
of accuracy, reliability, privacy, transparency and bias as well as the need for appropriate procedural
safeguards.

1. Introduction
Automated facial recognition is a form of
biometric analysis that can be used for identifying
or verifying human beings from photographs,
videos or in real time. A typical deployment
involves the creation of a mathematical
representation of a person’s face, which can
then be used for comparison against a gallery of
existing images.

2. Application in the Indian context

Some of the known commercial uses of FRTs
include photo tagging suggestions on social
media, biometric unlocking of mobile phones and
digital signage systems that display customised
advertising based on the gazer’s profile. Besides its increasing commercial deployment,
government interest in FRTs is also growing,
specifically in the context of surveillance and
law enforcement related uses. The following
Given the intrinsic link between a person’s face are some of the notable discussions around the
and their identity, the widespread adoption use of facial recognition systems in the Indian
of FRTs without any real checks and balances context.
raises a number of concerns. These concerns
revolve around the lack of transparency around National Automated Face Recognition System
the use of facial recognition systems; their – In June, 2019, the National Crime Records
implications for privacy and civil liberties; Bureau (NCRB), which is the body responsible
and evidence of bias and dis- crimination in for managing information on crime and criminals
their outcomes. Equally, we also need to the in India, issued a tender inviting bids for the
question the accuracy and effectiveness of setting up of the National Automated Face
facial recognition systems. Namely, their ability Recognition System (NAFRS) (NCRB, 2019).
to achieve what they claim to do, and their The purposes for which the system is proposed
suitability for the specific context in which the to be used include identification of criminals,
technology is sought to be deployed.
missing children and persons and unidentified
dead bodies.
All of this holds true for the use of FRTs by the
government as well as private entities. However, The sources of probe and gallery images will
the imbalance of power between the citizen and include im- ages held by passport authorities,
the state and the likely consequences from its the Central Finger Print Bureau and the
abuse make it particularly relevant to question government’s missing children tracking portal.
the use of FRTs for law enforcement purposes. An However, this list also contains a sweeping
analysis of the state’s use of FRTs also becomes category for “any other image database
necessary in light of the Supreme Court’s verdict available with police / other entity”. This seems
in the Puttaswamy right to privacy decision.
to suggest that virtually each and every dataApplications in the Indian context
base in the country could potentially be linked
with this system.

Aadhaar authentication and KYC – In January,
2018, the Unique Identification Authority of
India (UIDAI) had announced that it would
allow the use of facial recognition as one of the
modes of authentication under the Aadhaar Act,
to be used in combination with other modes
of authentication (UIDAI, 2018). Through
subsequent circulars the UIDAI mandated
telecom service providers to start under- taking
face authentication of their subscribers.
Pursuant to the Supreme Court’s verdict in
the Puttaswamy Aadhaar case, it is no longer
possible for the government to mandate
Aadhaar based face authentication by private
entities like banks and telecom companies. The
amended Aadhaar Act has, however, introduced
the concept of an offline identity verification
system using an eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) file. This can be accompanied by “face
validation by capturing face and matching
against the photo within the e-KYC XML” (UIDAI,
2019). This suggests that businesses would
have the discretion to conduct such validation
through manual or automated facial recognition
techniques.
Consumer applications and devices – India has
over 270 million Facebook users, which makes
it a significant contributor to the company’s
massive deployment of FRTs for tagging of
photos that are uploaded on its platform. The
use of face recognition for biometric unlocking
on mobile devices is another emerging use case.
Given the user profile and characteristics of
the Indian market, reliance on facial unlocking
techniques on low-end mobile phones could
create increased security vulnerabilities for
consumers. A recent study found that 24 out of
the 60 tested smartphones could be unlocked
by putting the phone owner’s in front of the
camera (Kulche, 2019). In another test, many
devices were found to be vulnerable to a more
sophisticated technique of unlocking using a 3D
model of the owner’s head (Brewster, 2018).

is currently voluntary, has been going on at the
Hyderabad, Bengaluru and Delhi airports. As
per the scheme documents, the platform will
initially provide a 1:1 verification, but this will
subsequently be upgraded to a 1:many system,
in a phased manner.
Attendance systems – Another oft-cited use
of face recognition is for creating automated
attendance systems. For ex- ample, Delhi’s
Indian Institute of Technology has a homegrown solution called Timble that is used to
mark student attendance (PTI, 2017). Proposals
are also underway to roll out similar systems
to mark the attendance of young school going
students in Tamil Nadu’s government schools
(India Today, 2018) and for all government
teachers in the state of Gujarat (Sharma, 2019).
In a related fact situation under the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the Swedish Data
Protection Authority struck down the adoption
of FRTs by a school in northern Sweden. The
Authority observed that obtaining the con- sent
of the students or their parents could not be a
valid legal basis for such processing, given the
clear imbalance between the data subject and
the controller (EDPB, 2019).
In each of the use cases discussed above, the
use of FRTs can be traced to the pursuit of goals
like increased efficiency, security, convenience
or accountability. However, there has been no
systematic evaluation of the costs and benefits of
using FRTs in any of these contexts. The adoption
of the technology has also not been preceded
by any public discussions or consultations.
Moreover, all of these developments are taking
place in the absence of a robust data protection
law in the country.

While the current Information Technology Act,
2000 and the rules under it classify biometric
data as “sensitive personal data”, the scope and
implementation of the law re- mains grossly
inadequate. Further, the obligations under
the present law are applicable only to “body
Airport check-in and security – In 2018, the corporates”, hence excluding most instances
Ministry of Civil Aviation launched the “Digi where government agencies interact with
Yatra” project that pro- poses to create a facial biometric facial data.
biometrics based boarding system at airports
(MoCA, 2019). Testing under the project, which

3. What are the key policy concerns?

with biometrics is that they are unique to each
of us and cannot be changed. A person’s face, in
The primary focus of most of the technical particular, is exposed at all times, which makes
research on face recognition has been on it much more difficult to prevent the collection
improving the accuracy and efficiency of the of one facial images (Lynch, 2018).
technology. In other words, to minimise the false
negatives and false positives. While both these In addition, widespread use of FRTs can also
metrics are useful indicators for evaluating the create a chilling effect on the liberty, movement
effectiveness of a system, their actual relevance and speech rights of individuals. Visuals of
has to be seen in light of the context in which masked protesters in Hong Kong taking down
FRTs are being deployed. For instance, false smart lamp posts and surveillance cameras
negatives in a system like Aadhaar would lead are symbolic of this tussle between the state’s
to the exclusion of legitimate beneficiaries use of surveillance technologies and counterwhile a false positive in the surveillance and law measures being resorted to by protesters. As
enforcement context can subject individuals to governments chose to respond to such situations
unwarranted investigation, embarrassment and with “anti-mask initiatives” this would affect not
harassment (Marda, 2019).
only the rights of protesters’ but also those who
may adopt facial coverings for various religious,
Yet, even if a facial recognition system were able cultural or practical reasons.
to achieve perfect accuracy, this does not take
away from the fact that the adoption of FRTs The widespread commercial deployment of the
still poses a number of serious concerns, from a technology also poses several privacy concerns.
legal, ethical and societal perspective.
For instance, it has been noted that the use of
FRTs by platforms like Face- book alters the
Transparency – There is a lack of meaningful characteristics of a photograph into biometric
information about when, or the specific purposes data while at the same time taking away the
for which, FRTs are being deployed; sources of user’s control over the further transmission of
training data and gallery images; criteria for the that data (Welinder, 2012). Researchers have
selection of the technology partner; applicable also shown how a person’s face can easily
privacy and security protocols and accuracy be used as a personal identifier for pooling
rates. Information of this sort is necessary to together information about them from multiple
ensure that the principles of natural justice online sources – like dating websites and social
are followed in criminal investigations (Trivedi media portals – where the per- son might want
& Wessler, 2019). More broadly, better to reveal their true identity in one context but
transparency would also enable independent remain anonymous in others (Acquisti, Gross, &
testing and audit of facial recognition systems Stutz- man, 2014).
(Smith, 2018).
Accuracy and reliability – It has been a well
Data protection laws like the GDPR and the draft acknowledged problem in the field of facial
personal data bill in India seek to provide a basic recognition that the results of the system are
level of notice and transparency to enable the only as good as the quality of the images that are
exercise of meaningful choice by individuals. The being run through it. Results of FRTs are therefore
effectiveness of this choice, however, remains prone to errors on account of differences in the
questionable in all contexts, particularly in cases conditions of the images being compared, in
of data processing by the government. Moreover, terms of appearance, ex- pression age, lighting,
data protection provisions are also not likely to camera angle, etc. (Senior & Bolle, 2002; Lu,
lead to the kind of transparency that we need Zhou, & Yu, 2003; Li & Jain, 2011). This is
from the developers or vendors (as opposed to particularly true in cases where the technology
the adopters or users) of FRTs.
is applied in non- cooperative settings, for
instance, using images gathered from a closed
Privacy and civil liberties – The unchecked use circuit television (CCTV) camera or for real- time
of FRTs poses a real and immediate threat to biometric processing. For instance, a study on
privacy and other civil liberties. The main issue the live facial recognition system being tested

by the London Metropolitan Police found that
out of the 46 potential matches identified by
the system only 8 matches could eventually be
verified correctly, indicating a success rate of
about 19 percent (Fussey & Murray, 2019).
Having said that, it is important to acknowledge
that there have been significant leaps in the
technical capabilities of FRTs in recent years.
For instance, many of the technical issues
listed above are less likely to affect the results
of 3D facial recognition systems compared to
the more pre- valent 2D systems (Zhou & Xiao,
2018). As per the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), the “best performing
algorithms” in its 2018 Face Recognition
Vendor Testing Program have shown significant
improvements over the 2015 test results and
can now offer “close to perfect recognition”.
Yet, there still remain significant vari- ations
in the results among different algorithms and
developers, with recognition error rates in a
particular scenario ranging from “a few tenths
of one percent up to beyond fifty percent”
(Grother, Ngan, & Hanaoka, 2019). Satisfactory
performance of FRTs is, however, only a
necessary, but not sufficient, pre-condition for
the deployment of such systems.
Bias and discrimination – The training data
being used by FRTs also plays a major role in
determining its effectiveness. Buolamwin and
Gebru (2018) have demonstrated how the
commercially available facial recognition tools
offered by leading companies like Microsoft,
IBM and Face++ showed much higher error
rates for women with darker skin tones. This
difference arose primarily on account of the
under- representation of data belonging to this
group in the training dataset. Similarly, a study
done by the American Civil Liberties Union
using Amazon Rekognition found that nearly
40 percent of the false face matches between
members of the US Congress and a database
of arrested persons were of people of color. In
contrast, only about 20 percent of the Congress
members actually belonged to this demographic
group (Snow, 2018). While most of this research
has emanated in the US context, it is easy to
draw some parallels with the challenges that
would arise in the deployment of similar systems
in India’s multi-racial, multi-ethic set up.

Research of this nature is valuable in that it can
serve as the basis for making appropriate fixes
to the training data and algorithms. However,
it has been rightly pointed out that ensuring
better demographic representation in data sets
does not do much to solve the larger issues of
injustice in the institutional contexts within
which facial recognition is being employed
(Hoffmann, 2019). For instance, Keyes (2018)
challenges the very premise of deploying
automated gender recognition systems, which
tend to reflect the traditional models of gender
as being binary, physiologically based, and
immutable. This works to the specific detriment
of certain groups, like transgendered persons,
who may not fit into the traditionally defined
gender constructs.
Limitations of the supporting ecosystem – Another
import- ant factor, particularly in the Indian
context, is the relevance of the surrounding
ecosystem within which FRTs are sought to be
introduced. For instance, the mandatory use of
FRTs for marking attendance in rural schools
would have to account for real world factors like
power outages, network down time, availability
of devices and power structures within the local
community.
While these issues go beyond the technical
capabilities of FRTs, or even the legal and
ethical implications around them, it would be
dangerous to adopt such technological solutions
without understanding this context. Similar
concerns have also come up in the context of
biometric authentication using Aadhaar, and
would continue to remain relevant if mandatory
facial recognition were to be deployed in the
context of Aadhaar.
4. What are the debates around regulation?
The different belief systems surrounding the
use of FRTs have led to a range of proposals
on whether and how this technology should be
regulated. At one end of this spectrum are those
who call for an absolute ban on FRTs, noting that
it poses an extraordinary danger, far in excess of
other forms of surveillance and these concerns
cannot be addressed through self-regulation
(Hartzog, 2018). In particular, such bans or
restrictions are being called for in the context of
government use of facial recognition systems.
Some organisations are, however, advocating

for a broader, but voluntary, moratorium on all
future public and private sector deployment of
FRTs (Kind, 2019).
However, the more dominant narrative, at
present, revolves around the formulation of
ethical frameworks to address is- sues such as,
privacy, security, accuracy, transparency and
bias in the use of FRTs. Within this, there are
variations where the responsibility of developing
and adhering to eth- ical principles is proposed
to be left primarily to the developers and users of
the technology or where the government plays a
more active role in setting out these principles
and monitoring their compliance.
At the other extreme of the spectrum lies the
view that the growth of emerging technologies
like facial recognition should not be stifled
though premature regulation. How- ever, in
practical terms, a “no regulation” framework
may not really be feasible as there seems to be
growing con- vergence on the need for some
sort of intervention to balance the benefits and
challenges of facial recognition systems. This
is also reflected in the global move towards
enhanced data protection, with biometric data
being one of the protected categories, and the
widespread adoption of national strategies for
artificial intelligence (AI). Many of these strategy
documents speak of the need for ethical and
responsible development of AI-based systems.
Notably, any move towards the regulation of
FRTs will be shaped by the complex interactions
between the government and the private sector
in the development and use of facial recognition.
With governments themselves being major
consumers of FRTs, they have a key role to play in
the adoption and technical advancements of the
techno- logy. Calls for strengthened regulatory
interventions in this space will therefore end
up curtailing the government’s own powers and
surveillance capabilities, making it harder to
expect such a decision.
In terms of regulatory and judicial precedents,
so far there have only been a handful of
developments around the use of FRTs. One
of these relates to the ban on the use of FRTs
by the city of San Francisco. Notably, the
definition of department in the San Francisco
ordinance excludes the District Attorney or the
Sheriff while performing their investigation or

prosecution functions. While the understanding
on the ground seems to be that all government
agencies are barred from using FRTs, the text of
the law suggests that there may be a possibility
for particular agencies to resort to the use of
FRTs under necessary circumstances. Similar
bans have been adopted in a few other municipal
laws in addition to which a few states in the US
have also adopted specific laws to ban the use
of FRTs in body cameras worn by police officials.
There have also been two notable cases on the
use of FRTs for law enforcement. The first case
stems from an order passed by the Hamburg
Data Protection Commissioner that is currently
under challenge before an administrative court in
Germany. In its order the Hamburg Commissioner
had directed the deletion of a database created
by the po- lice for the identification of rioters who
participated in the G20 protests in the city. As
per the Commissioner, the system involved the
processing of the personal data of thou- sands
of uninvolved persons against whom there was
no specific suspicion of being involved in the
riots. The Commissioner noted that there was
no legal basis for such pro- cessing (Hamburg
Data Protection Commissioner, 2018).
The other case relates to the decision of a
divisional bench of the UK High Court in R
(Bridges) v. Chief Constable of South Wales
Police and Ors (2019). In this case the court
upheld the validity of a live facial recognition
system being tested by the South Wales Police.
The system allowed the police to extract
facial biometric data from live CCTV feeds and
compare that against a designated watchlist of
persons. The claimant argued that the adoption
of this system violated UK’s human rights,
data protection and equality laws. The court,
however, rejected these claims, holding that the
two instances in which the system had so far
been tested satisfied the requirements under
applicable laws.
While the decision represents a worrying
precedent that could be seen as strengthening
the application of FRTs by law enforcement
agencies, it is critical to note that the decision of
the UK court was based on the existence of various
statutory safeguards, impact assessments and
independent oversight and review mechanisms
under UK laws. As we discuss below, we do not
have any similar safeguards in our system. This

holds true for existing uses of FRTs by state case, we saw the Supreme Court strike down
police authorities as well as the proposed use requirements of mandatory linking of Aadhaar
under the NAFRS tender.
for SIM card verification and certain scholarship
schemes precisely for the reason that such
5. FRTs through the Puttaswamy lens
actions did not have a legal basis.
In August, 2017, the Supreme Court of India
delivered a landmark verdict in the Puttaswamy Violation of proportionality standards – The
case affirming that privacy constitutes a stated objectives of the NAFRS include the
fundamental right under the Indian Constitution. identification of criminals, missing children and
The court held that even though privacy is not
adults and unidentified dead bodies, all of which
an absolute right, any state interference in the lie well within the bounds of legitimate state
right to privacy can only be done in a manner objectives, allowing that test to be satisfied.
that is “fair, just and reasonable”. This requires The deployment of FRTs over large segments
that any restriction on privacy should satisfy of the population, without their consent, is
the following tests: (i) legality – the intervention however not likely to satisfy the requirements of
should be supported by a law; (ii) legitimate goal proportionality.
– it should pursue a legitimate state aim; and
(iii) proportionality – there should be a rational While rejecting the justification of countering
nexus between the objects and the means black money as the basis for mandatory linkage
adopted to achieve them. Further, there need to of Aadhaar with bank accounts, the Aadhaar
be appropriate procedural guarantees to check bench had noted that imposing such a restriction
against the abuse of state power (See Bhandari, on the entire population, without any evidence
Kak, Parsheera, and Rahman (2017)). The scope of wrong doing on their part, would constitute a
of the proportionality test was further clarified disproportionate response. In the words of the
by the Supreme Court in the Aadhaar case to court, “[u]nder the garb of prevention of money
include the requirements of necessity – there laundering or black money, there cannot be such
being no less restrictive but equally effective a sweeping provision which targets every resident
alternative and balancing – no disproportionate of the country as a suspicious person”. Such a
impact on the right holder.
“presumption of criminality” would be treated
as being disproportionate and arbitrary.1 The
The legitimacy of the facial recognition system same logic would also apply to the deployment
proposed under the NCRB tender has already of FRTs on innocent citizens, without there being
being questioned in a notice sent by the any reasonable suspicion of them being involved
Internet Freedom Foundation to the NCRB and in any illegal activity. The lack of any data
the Ministry of Home Affairs (Gupta, 2019). minimisation norms or mechanisms to ensure
The notice points to the lack of any statutory purpose limitation, will also make it harder for
basis for the creation of such a system. It also the state to justify the reasonableness of the
challenges the fact that proposed system allows selected mechanism.
images of individuals to be collected without
their knowledge and consent; is susceptible to Effectiveness of the intervention – Another
misidentification and discriminatory profiling; element of the proportionality analysis is to
and lacks proportionality safeguards and examine the effectiveness of the selected
oversight mechanisms. In this context, following mechanism to achieve the intended objectives.
are some of the key factors to be considered This is a precondition to understanding the
while examining the NAFRS proposal through necessity of the intervention. As discussed
the Puttaswamy lens.
earlier, there are several challenges with the
accuracy and reliability of FRTs. In particular,
Lack of legal basis – The mechanism proposed the results are affected by variations in the
under the NCRB tender is in prima facie violation environment and lighting conditions and the
of the first test of legality as the system does not challenges of using images gathered from nonhave any statutory basis. Neither is it created cooperative settings.
under any rules or regulations, which might in
turn have a statutory backing. In the Aadhaar 1. Para 430, Justice KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) and Anr v. Union of India
and Ors (2018).

Further, some of the specific functions of the
NCRB’s pro- posed system, like application of
NAFRS for identification of missing children and
unidentified bodies, are widely- recognised as
“unsolved problems” of FRTs. Research on FRTs
has shown that even in case of facial recognition
algorithms that otherwise perform very well,
age related factors and facial injuries are among
the main reasons that lead to poorer results
(Grother et al., 2019). This is also reflected in
the submissions made by the Ministry of Women
and Child Development in a case before the Delhi
High Court. The Ministry pointed to the poor
performance of the facial recognition software
being used by the Delhi Police to identify missing
children, including, in some cases, its inability to
distinguish between boys and girls (PTI, 2019).
The limited accuracy and reliability of FRTs,
combined with serious privacy concerns,
would therefore make it harder to justify the
deployment of the technology on wide segments
of the general population.
Procedural safeguards – The issues highlighted
above are further compounded by the lack
of appropriate checks and balances in the
deployment of FRTs by state agencies in In- dia.
As also acknowledged by the Justice Srikrishna
Committee,“[m]uch intelligence-gathering does
not happen under the remit of the law, there
is little meaningful oversight that is out- side
the executive, and there is a vacuum in checks
and balances to prevent the untrammelled rise
of a surveillance society” (Justice Srikrishna
Committee, 2018). The lack of prior judicial
approval and other forms of oversight have
led to excessive executive control over what
personal data may be ac- cessed, by whom and
under what circumstances? (Bailey, Bhandari,
Parsheera, & Rahman, 2018).

6. Suggested policy interventions
Facial biometric data is one of the most sensitive
categories of personal data and therefore any
adoption of this techno- logy, either by state
agencies or by the private sector, necessarily
has to be preceded by the adoption of a
robust data protection law. Such a law would
determine the basic level of protection for the
use of facial biometrics, including requirements
relating to explicit consent, transparency
obligations, purpose limitation and other
usage restrictions. However, a data protection
framework will not in itself be able to secure
the degree of accountability that we need from
the range of stakeholders participating in the
implementation of FRTs.
For instance, provisions under a data protection
law are not likely to compel the developers
and vendors of facial recognition systems to
ensure transparency about their under- lying
models, training data being used, false positive
and negative rates and other more granular
information. Yet, information of this sort is
necessary for there to be any in- dependent
checks and analysis on the accuracy, reliability
and biases in the systems. We therefore need
to look beyond data protection laws to find
meaningful ways of ensuring transparency and
public disclosure on the development and use
of facial recognition systems. The wide ranging
ex- emptions available to state agencies under
most data protection laws are another cause of
concern.

Therefore, when it comes to the deployment
of FRTs by state agencies, that will necessarily
have to satisfy the standards laid down by the
Supreme Court in the Puttaswamy case. This
will be the case irrespective of whether the
technology is to be used for implementing a
national level automated facial recognition
Here it would also be relevant to refer to the system for law enforcement purposes or
observations made by the Supreme Court marking attendance of students and teachers
in the context of sharing of Aadhaar related in government schools. The first test to be
data with enforcement agencies. The majority satisfied here would be the need for a legislative
decision noted that although the disclosure of authorisation for the use of FRTs.
in- formation in the interest of national security
cannot be faulted with, the power to make such Any thinking about the need for such a legal
decisions should prefer- ably be vested in the framework for the use of FRTs in a particular
hands of a judicial officer.
context should be based on a transparent
and consultative process. This will require the
government to present a clear articulation of the

objectives that it seeks to achieve, assessment
of the various alternatives and an explanation of
why the use of FRTs might constitute a necessary
and proportionate response. Stake- holders
and the public should be given a meaningful
opportunity to provide their inputs on the
proposals with an obligation on the government
to respond to the suggestions and concerns.
Assuming that following such a process, the
government still decides to proceed with the
adoption of FRTs for law enforcement purposes,
the design of the system will have to incorporate
certain necessary checks and balances. The
following are some of the suggested provisions
that should inform the laws governing the use of
FRTs for law enforcement purposes. This will, of
course, also have to be ac- companied by other,
more specific, requirements to be contained
in binding and enforceable standard operating
procedures.

the faces of missing children with unidentified
children living in children’s homes. However, any
such use should also be constrained by strict
pro- visions relating to safety and storage of the
collected data and limitations on its future uses
for other facial recognition tests or for any other
purpose.
4. The law needs to provide for appropriate
procedural safeguards and independent
oversight mechanisms. In addition to the
requirement of judicial review of the decision
to adopt FRTs, there should be mechanisms
for independent analysis and verification of the
performance of FRTs from a legal, technical and
ethical perspective. Transparency about the trial
process that should precede the deployment of
the system, the process of vendor selection, and
other accuracy and performance parameters
would be some of the essential components of
this process.

1. The law should narrowly define the boundaries
around the use of the facial recognition system,
namely the purposes for which it may be used
and the persons who images may be used for
the probe and gallery databases. One of the
ways of achieving this narrow tailoring could
be by providing that the use of FRTs would be
permissible only pursuant to a judicial order and
only in case of investigation of serious offences.
For instance, such uses may be limited to cases
that relate to cognizable and non-bailable offences.

5. The design of the system should provide
for a mechanism to track the usage of the
facial recognition system. This would include
maintaining logs about each application of the
system, the results generated in the process,
the individuals responsible for assessing those
results and the decision taken by them, and
the ultimate consequences of the action. This
sort of mechanism would be useful for auditing
purposes and to ensure accountability of the
individuals who are responsible for applying the
automated face re- cognition system.

2. The sources that can be used for the gallery
database should be limited to specific categories
of persons in- stead of being extended to
any member of the public, as suggested by
the NCRB’s tender. For instance, the law may
provide that only persons who have previously
been convicted, accused or suspected of a offence can be included in the search database.
The law may, however, also authorise a judicial
authority to sanction the use of any other source
of images for matching purposes, if so justified
in the facts and circumstances of the case.

Finally, while there are several challenges
with the current accuracy and reliability of
facial recognition systems, it is likely that
technology will eventually evolve to a state that
can overcome many of these concerns. This
makes it necessary to reiterate that satisfactory
performance of FRTs is only a necessary, but not
sufficient, pre-condition for the deployment of
such systems. Its use has to be supported, in
all cases, by a robust framework for gauging the
suitability and proportionality of using FRTs in
the given context.

3. In situations where FRTs are sought to be
used for a specific use case, like finding missing
children, the se- lection of the gallery dataset
should be done in a manner that is suited to the
needs of that objective. An ex- ample of this could
be the use of facial recognition for matching
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